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Abstract
Density modulation experiments are one of the powerful experimental schemas to

study particle confinements. The diffusion coefficients (D) and convection velocity (V),
which is impossible to evaluated from particle balance in equilibrium state, can be separately
obtained. And the estimated value of D and V are determined independent of absolute value of
particle source rate, which is difficult to be obtained experimentally. However sensitivities
and interpretation of D and V from modulation experiments should be taken care. In this
paper, numerical techniques to solve particle balance equation of modulation components are
described. Examples of analysis are shown from the data of LHD. And interpretations of
results of modulation experiments are studied.

keywords: density modulation, particle confinements, diffusion coefficient, convection

velocity

1. Introduction
Particle transport of bulk ions and electrons is one of the most important issues of

magnetically confined plasma research. However, compared with energy transport study,

fewer works have been done. This is because of the difficulties of the experimental estimation

of the particle source and the existence of the convection term in the particle balance equation.

These make estimation of particle transport coefficients, i.e., diffusion coefficients (D) and

convection velocity (V) impossible from simple particle balance analysis in the equilibrium

state. The diffusion coefficients and convection velocities are separately estimated from the

propagation of periodically modulated density by controlling the gas puff.

This technique was done at T10 [1] for the first time and then developed at TEXT and

ASDEX [2,3]. The theoretical consideration of the interpretation was done by Gentle [4]. On

JT60U, these experiments were done by Nagashima[5] and Takenaga[6]. Takenaga did

modulation He puffing and studied He transport of reversed shear discharge. Recently the

experiments were done atW-7AS[7], LHD [8,9] and HT7[10].

2. Density modulation analysis
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2.1 Qualitative character of particle transport in equilibrium state in LHD
The equation of the particle balance in the equilibrium state was described as follows,

dn..

n; electron density, F particle flux, S; particle source rate (1)

Subscript eq indicates equilibrium value.

The equilibrium particle flux can be defined as follows.

Vn (?)

In eqation2 , Deq and Veq are diffusion coefficients and convection velocity in equilibrium

state. In the steady dneg/dt = 0and in the plasma inertia, Seg « 0 , then Ttg « 0 and

eq.(2) becomes DtgVntq « ntgVeg. This indicates, if density gradient exists, where particle

source is negligible, particle convection exists.

Figure 1 shows electron temperature, density and particle source rate profiles of LHD

under different NBI heating power in the equilibrium state. As shown in Fig.l (c), the peak of

particle source rate is located at p= 1.05, which is outside of last closed flux surface, and

reduces exponentially to plasma interior. The particle source rate becomes two order

magnitudes lower at p = 0.8 compared with peak value. Therefore, at p < 0.8, Stg ~ 0 and

Teg * 0 is well satisfied. However, as shown in Fig.l (b), negative density gradient are

observed at p < 0.8 of 1MW and 0.6<p < 0.8 of 2.7 MW heating case and positive density

gradient are observed at p < 0.6 of 2.7 MW and at p < 0.8 of 2.7 MW of 8MW heating case.

For particle balance, positive and negative gradient require outward and inward particle

convection. The measurements of equilibrium density profiles in LHD tell existence of

particle convection.

2.2 Analysis of density modulation
For quantitative study of the particle transport, density modulation experiments are

powerful. Here, we assume the equilibrium and modulated component are independent.

(3)

S = Seimt, n = neM, dn/dt = ion (4)
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Then the following particle balance equations for modulated components, of which

modulation frequency is ©, are obtained.

a
dr

2n (I 1 dD V\dn (V 1 8V\ .co „ S
— + - + — + \n-i—n+ — = 0 (5)
r2 {r D dr DJdr [rD D dr) D D '

In eq.(5), n is a complex function, and its real part nR and imaginary part n1 satisfy the

following equations.
2n„ nR (\ I dD V}dnR (V 1 dV\ a „ S n ,„

—r-+ - + — - - — + K+—n ,+ — = 0 (6)
dr2 {r D dr D) dr {rD D dr) R D ' D K}

dr2 {r D dr DJ dr {rD D dr J1
 D"R ~

Then, equation (6) and (7) can be solved numerically with finite difference method under the

following boundary condition.

= 0 atr = 0 , nR = n, =0a t r = a (8)
a is average radius of the plasma boundary

We applied Nagashima's matrix technique[ll] to solve eq. (6) and (7).

The first and second order derivatives are defined in the finite difference expression

as follows for real and imaginary part.

dw* = "k+i ~ *Vi d \ = nk+1 - 2nk + wt_.
drk 2h ' dr* h2 K)

The index k is index number of numerical solution of n and h is the space of the neighbor

solution. Then the following terns are defined

F - 1 i
k r

A =
 V(nc) ,

dr*

Then, equation (7) and (8) become
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(11)

(12)

Then equation (11) and (12) can be expressed in the finite differential equation as follows.

+ F> *»>-*»>-> - A k n M + Btnm + C k =

At the plasma center k=0, at plasma boundary, k=n. At the plasma center, since derivative

of nR and « ; is zero then nM = nm and nIQ = nn. Then eq (13) and (14) at k=l become

as follows

\ ^ ( f ) ^ n =h2Ct (15)

(16)

At plasma boundary, nR = «7 = 0 , then w ,̂ = »/n = 0 Then eq. (13) and (14) at k=n-l

become as follows

" 2 " * ' 4 . - i>L . + ̂ ^ ^ = ^ C n , (17)

- 5 - . ^ - , =0 (18)

Equation (11) and (12) becomes as following matrix equation including boundary condition.
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M-NR + Bvh
2Nj = -h2Cv (19)

M-Nj-Bvh
2NR=0 (20)

Here, the vector By and Cy are By = (Bi,B2, >^n-l) >

Cv=(ChC2, ,Cn-i) = (Sl/Dl,S21'D2, . ^ M - I / A I - I )
 m i matrix M is n-1 x n-1

matrix, whose elements are coefficients of the first and second term of eq. (13) and (14). The

first and last line of matrix M are boundary condition, which is described in eq.(15)~(18). The

vector N# and Nj axt series of radial profile of modulation components, which contains

n#for k=l~n-l. Finally vectorNR and Nj, which are the solution of eq (11) and

(12) are obtained from following simple matrix calculation.

NR = -h2{^ + Bv
2hAM~lYcv (21)

NI=Bvh
2M~1NR (22)

The final purpose of the analysis is an estimation of D and V profile. The profile of D

and V are expressed by using several fitting parameters. The modulation radial profile, which

are vectorNRand Nj, are calculated from eq.(21) and (22) for modeled D and V. Then,

fitting parameters are determined to fit calculated NR and Nj to experimentally measured

NR and Nj. In principle, to solve eq. (21), (22), absolute value of particle source rate, which

is include vector Cy, is required However, as shown in eq. (21) and eq.(22), change of the

absolute value of particle source rate, change same factor of NR and Nj. Therefore,

V ~ 2 ~ 2NR + Nj ) and phase profile

(=tan~1(NR/Nj)) are not affected. The fitting is done to fit normalized amplitude profile

and phase profile or normalized profile of real and imaginary part of modulation amplitude.

No need of absolute value of particle source rate is major advantage of this technique.

However, because of the limitation of the measured data, number of the fitting parameter is

limited, so, fine spatial profile of D and V are difficult from fitting procedure

Takenaga performed different analysis technique [6]. From the modulated particle

flux profile, D and V profile are directly calculated. In this scheme, any model of D and V are

not required. However the analysis is limited in the plasma interior region, where particle
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source is negligible and the estimated D and V profile is sensitive to the smoothness of the

modulation profile.

2.3 Experimental data of modulation experiments in LHD
In this section, examples of experimental data of density modulation and analysis

results from LHD are described. Figure 2 shows measured cross section and chords of FIR

interferometer[12]. A ten channels of 13 channel are used for the analysis. Interferometer can

measure temporal evolution of line integrated density with good enough time response

(-lusec) to measure density perturbation.

Figure 3 (a) shows typical wave from of modulated density. In order to modulate

under constant background density, density feedback control was done. Given reference

signals, the applied voltage to gas control valve was automatically adjusted to modulate under

constant background density. Without feedback, the background density gradually increases.

As shown in Fig.3 (d), gas puff fuelling rate varies in time. Total particle fuelling, which

include both fuelling from gas puffing and recycling, should be controlled. Therefore, the

gas puff fuelling rate was reduced in order to compensate the increase of the background

density due to the recycled fuelling as shown in Fig.2 (d). The resultant particle fuelling and

density was sinosoidally modulated under a constant background between t = 1.4 and 2.9 sec

as shown in Figs.3 (a) and (c) respectively. The central averaged density was controlled

within ± 3%. And diamagnetic stored energy was controlled within ± 5% indicating

averaged temperature was controlled within ± 2%.

In HT7, instead of feed back control if gas puffing, a 10 Hz preprogrammed signal was

used [10]. Because of the low recycling, density modulation under constant background

density was possible without feedback control

The integrated modulation amplitude and phase are calculated by the correlation

analysis after subtracting background averaged density. Figure 4 shows the amplitude

spectrum of modulated density components of Fig.3 (a). As shown in Fig.4, the harmonic

components are less than 10% of fundamental 5 Hz components so that it should not cause

significant non-linear effect. The error was determined as a standard deviation within

frequency resolution (8f), which is determined by the data length of modulation analysis.

The profile of D and V are each described by two parameters. One is the core value

(Dcore, Vcore) and the other is edge value (Dedge, Vedge) as shown in Fig.5. The profiles of D are

assumed to be flat in the core and edge and change at p = 0.7. The value of V is zero at p = 0

and V profiles are assumed to vary linearly with p, changing slope at p = 0.7. The values of V

at p = 0.7 and p =1.0 are taken to represent Vcore and Vedge respectively. The transition points

of D and V are fixed at p = 0.7 because density gradients change at around p = 0.7 as shown

in Fig. 1 suggesting that transport changes at this location.

Followings are examples of determinations of the transport coefficient for the

different heating power of two discharges, one 5.2MW NBI heating with 5Hz modulation and
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the other 1 MW heating with 2Hz modulation. The temperature and density profiles are

shown in Figs.6. Figure 7 shows integrated amplitude and phase profile of both two cases. A

clear difference was observed in two heating cases. Modulation frequency was 5Hz for

5.2MW heating case and 2Hz for 1MW heating case. Because of the lower transport at lower

heating power, lower modulation frequency allows a deeper penetration of the perturbation.

As shown in Fig.8, the modulation amplitude is localized in the edge region. This

makes accurate reconstruction in the central region. In this paper, fitting to determine D and

V was done not to radial profile (Fig.8) but to integrated profile (Fig.7) of modulation. This

is because the fitting procedure is to be free from error of radial reconstruction of modulated

part. With use of more accurate reconstruction with use of more number of channels by

using a CO2 laser imaging interferometer or with use of direct measurements of radial profile

of modulated part by using a microwave reflectmeter, the fitting to radial profile will be

possible. For present analysis, the following x2 was minimized to determine fitting

parameter of D and V profiles.

*mod_int2 = S (((»*_ exp^" \nRcaicdlf + ($nJexpdl- fa _calcdlf) (23)
ch

In equation (23), n is radial profile of modulated components. The subscript 'R' and T

indicate real and imaginary part of the modulated components and the subscripts .'exp' and

'calc' indicate experimental measured and numerically calculated values. The integration was

done along viewing chords of the interferometer. The real and imaginary part of integration

from experiments are calculated form measured integrated amplitude and phase in Fig.7. Here

integrated values are normalized by the values of the central chord. As described in the

previous sections, without use of absolute value, the fitting to normalized value was done. The

summation is sum of 10 channels data of interferometer.

Figure 9 shows estimated D and V profiles form modulation experiments. Around

factor four larger diffusion was obtained at 5.2MW heating case compared with 1MW heating

case. The convection profiles do not show dramatically difference between two cases. Figure

10 shows comparison of integrated amplitude and phase profile between experimental value

and calculated value with fitted D and V profile. Calculated values fit to the experimental

values almost within the measurements error as shown in Fig. 10.

3 Discussion about the modulation results

There is an argument about the discrepancy between transport coefficient of

equilibrium state and transport coefficient from modulation analysis [4]. For energy transport

analysis, the difference between thermal diffusion coefficients from power balance analysis

and the coefficients from transient analysis is not negligible on tokamak. For the particle

transport analysis, as shown in eq. (2), the existence of the off diagonal term, which is the

second term of eq.(2), is a priori included. However, the nonlinearity of the particle flux and
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temperature perturbation can affects the particle transport coefficients from modulation

analysis.

Equation (2) indicates Teq is function of . n and Vo . And Fig.l suggests

temperature profile can influence on density profile, so, Teq can be also function of electron

temperature and its gradients. The modulated flux can be written by the following equation.

S^r (24)
nVmoi

In the eq.(24), Dmod and Vmod can be written as follows.

25)

"kW
dn eq dn Sn\ dT dT ) Sn{ dVT dS/T)

(26)

The modulation experiments estimates D , ^ and Vmod, which are described by eq.(25) and

(26). As shonwn in eq.(25), the V» dependence of Deq and Veq can affects Dmod. For

example if Teq =Vn2,Deq =Vn,F e ^=0, then Dmod=2Deq. The interpretation of Vmod is

further complicated. Not only n,T,VT dependence of Deq and Veq but also temperature and

temperature gradient perturbation (ST,SVT) can affects the Vmod as well.

One of the possible study about the discrepancy between DmOd, Vmod and D e q , Veq are

to compare calculated density profile with Dmod and Vmod under (0=0 in eq.(5), which

corresponds to equilibrium profile and measured radial density profile. This comparison can

judge the difference of Vmod/Dmod and Veq/Deq because shape of equilibrium profile

(normalized profile) can be determined by V/D.

Figure 11 shows comparison between calculated and measured profiles. Figurell

does not show strong discrepancy between measured and calculated profile. The case of 1

MW heating, both agree within estimation error. The case of 5.2MW heating, there is a visible

difference. The discrepancy of VBOd/DmOd and Veq/Deq are modest but not negligible in the

5.2MW case.

Here we examine the Dm0A = — ^ - from the temporal evolution the density profile

dVn

after pellet injection. Figure 12 shows change of density profile. Pellet deposited at around p

= 0.8. Just after pellet injection, density profile became hollow then it changes to peaked one.

The particle flux was calculated from following equation, which is integration from of eq.(l).
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Here particle source was neglected.

T{r) = --\r
Qr^jdr (27)

Figure 13 shows temporal change of the normalized particle flux F/n, after pellet injection. In

If —^L is constant according to Vn, this plot becomes straight line and Dmo<i equals to Deq.
dVn

Figure 13 shows the plot becomes almost straight line at p=0.225, but it becomes no

dYea

linearly increases at p =0.525 and p =0.725. This indicates — - is not constant according to

dvn

Vn at these location. The value of Dmod can be different from Deq. This is qualitative

examination. For precise examination about 5.2MW heating case, electron temperature and its

gradients should be same as the ones in 5.2MWcase. However, Fig. 13 suggest non linearity

r e q to Vn is possible and can cause discrepancy between. Dmod and Deq. The experiments to

measure non linearity Teq to Vn like Fig. 13 changing Vn with use of pellet injection or gas

puffing under different background T and VT are required to find a complete picture of

non linearity r e q to Vn. If we have an idea qualitative difference of the Dmo<i and Deq., then,

Veq can be obtained from the fitting to the equilibrium density profile with Deq.

Assuming Dmod=Deq, correction of the V was tried. In Fig. 14 (a), Veq was determine

to fit equilibrium profile with Dmod=Deq. As shown in Fig. 13 (b), the calculated profile with

DmtxrOet, and Veq fits measured radial density profile. In the edge region, Veq becomes more

inward directed than Vmod. However, the assumption, which is Dmod=Deq, should be

experimentally studied.

4. Summary

A schema to solve particle balance equation by using a numerical finite difference

method was described. The equation was solved by simple matrix calculation. The example of

analysis of density modulation was described, and possible discrepancy of modulation and

equilibrium transport coefficients are studied. Before study systematic parameter dependence

of the transport coefficients, precise physics understanding of the modulation experiments are

important.
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Figure Caption

Fig.] (a)Electron temperature (b) density profiles under different NBI heating power. At Rax-3.6m,

Bt=2.75T for 2.7 MW and 8.5MW heating, B,~2.8T for 1MW heating. Symbols in Fig.l (a) indicate

corresponding chord position of interferometers and (c) the profile ofpartice Isource rate calculated from

DEGAS code.

Fig.2 Measured cross section of FIR laser interferometer

Magnetic flux surfaces are shown every p = 0.1 step from p = Q.I to 1.2. Magnetic configuration is

standard configuration (Rax=3.6m, p=0%). The red lines mark the path of FIR laser beam used for

analysis. The ten of 13 channels, which was used for the analysis, are shown [9],

Fig.3 (a) The example of modulated density at 5Hz. Thin red lines indicate at R =3.309,3.399, 3.489,

3.579, 3.669m from bottom ofthepicture. Thickblue lines indicate at R =3.759, 3.849, 3.939, 4.029, 4.119,

4.209 from top of the picture, (b) Hasignal intensity and (c) gas puff fuelling rate[9]

Fig.4 Spectrum of modulated components ofdensity[9].

Fig.5 Model ofD and V

Fig.6 Temperature and density profile of 5.2 and 1MWNBI heating Rax=3.6m, Bt=2.8T[9]
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Fig.7 Integrated modulation amplitude and phase profile.

Symbols indicate chord positions of the interferometer. A 5Hz modulation for 5.2MW and 2Hz modulation

for 1MW injection were done[9].

Fig.8 Radial profile of modulation amplitude and phase

Symbols indicate corresponding chord position of the interferometer. Dotted lines are upper and lower

error bar[9].

Fig.9 (a) D and (b) V profiles estimated from modulation experiments. The dashed lines indicates upper

and lower fitting error.

Fig. 10 Comparison of integrated amplitude (a),(b) and phase profile(c),(d). (a),(c)are 5.2MW heating

case and (b), (d)are 1MW heating case.

Fig, 11 Comparison of reconstructed profile and calculated profile with D and V from modulation

experiments (a) 5.2MW (b) 1MW. Dashed lines indicate upper and lower error. Error is due to

determination error ofD and. V

Fig. 12 Temporal change of (a) local density and (b) density profile after pellet injection. Pellet was

injected at t = 0.96 sec andt = 1.86sec.

Fig. 13 Plot ofF/n, vesus -gradnjn, after pellet injection at (a) p-0.225, (b) p=0.525, and (c) p-0.725.

Fig. 14 (a) Comparison ofVmaiand Vtq (b) Comparison of calculated density profile and measured profile

Dashed lines indicate upper and lower error. Error of calculated profiel is due to determination error of

Dand.V
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